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Today’s retail environment is a complex, multidimensional space driven by overlapping
influences and strategies that create a messy – but vibrant – canvas of potential.
Thankfully, P2PSummit exists to re-imagine the future of commerce in this
transformational state; it’s where leaders come to learn what lies ahead on the
path to purchase.

New & improved
learning
opportunities

Carefully vetted
presenters held
to the highest
standard

Applied
knowledge
that quickly and
easily translates
to improvements
back at the office

Passionate
attendees who
control strategy
and decisions that
are re-shaping the
industry

Sophisticated
solutions
and tools

More than ever,
it’s all about you.
P2PSummit is all about you – the passionate pioneers, the collaborators, the tireless
innovators, the visionaries.
Over the past year, all of you have helped us re-imagine this, our 16th annual Summit.
We’ve held countless focus groups, content reviews and speaker evaluation sessions to
help us deliver learning opportunities that easily translate back to your working lives.
Presenting content that matters most to you is what we strive for daily at the Path to
Purchase Institute. As the only association serving the brands, retailers and solution
provider partners who are shaping the future of retail and commerce, we take this
mission very seriously.
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P2PSummit hosts high-level decision makers from top retail chains as part of its exclusive
Retail Academy initiative. Approximately 30 senior executives from roughly 15 top
retailers attend as delegates of the Retail Academy to meet with progressive partners to
develop more sustainable, impactful and collaborative marketing programs.
Sponsors include:

Invited retailers include:

Brands

(manufacturers & marketers of
consumer products & services)

Retailers
Learn how fully-integrated, collaborative partnerships
are driving shopper loyalty and category growth.
See how the right content can increase customer
engagement. Discover new technology that
is changing the shopping journey.

Uncover actionable strategies for migrating to an
omnichannel engagement model. Learn how to create
a social shopper marketing framework designed
to drive sales. Hear how emerging channels are
challenging brands to think differently about
their products.

Join your peers with responsibilities
including:

Join your peers with responsibilities
including:

• Brand & Category Strategy
• Consumer & Shopper Insights
• CRM & Loyalty
• Digital Marketing
• E-Commerce
• Merchandising
• Omnichannel Engagement
• Shopper Marketing

• Brand Activation
• Brand, Category &
Product Development
• Channel Marketing
• Customer Teams
• Integrated Marketing
• Merchandising & Packaging
• Shopper Experience
• Shopper Insights
• Shopper Marketing

Agencies

Solution
Providers

(shopper marketing,
digital, advertising & promotion)

(digital and mobile technology,
P-O-P design, retail design, retail
execution & shopper insights)

Compare and contrast shopper
attitudes and behaviors across
global markets. Understand how
to target and engage consumers
with the media of their choice
before, during and after the purchase.
See how personalized digital tools are
shaping the expectations of future
shoppers.

Discover how to leverage data
to create actionable insights that
deliver campaign results. Uncover
strategies for connecting online and
in-store marketing to better engage with
the evolving shopper. Hear best practices for
aggregating, managing and distributing content
across all channels via participatory, interactive
and two-way mediums.

Join your peers with responsibilities
including:
•
•
•
•
•
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Account Management
Brand Development
Creative Direction
Digital Strategy
Insights

• Planning
• Promotional
Strategy
• Retail Design

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com

Join your peers with responsibilities including:
•
•
•
•
•

Consulting
Digital & Mobile Strategy
Display Design
Field Execution
In-Store Activation

• Integrated Shopper
Marketing
• Research & Insights
• Retail Media
• Technology Innovation

An Event of the Path to Purchase Institute

Collaboration Curator
You know that a seamless shopper experience is built
on a solid relationship between brand and retailer. You
weave a spider web of efficiency and innovation across
departments, job functions and companies to optimize
team strengths and evolve client partnerships.
partnership - collaboration - activation - teamwork
Suggested seminars:

Innovation Seeker
You’re a pioneer who fearlessly navigates
this new frontier of retail uncertainty. You
blaze ahead through an unpredictable and
intangible territory, bulldozing a path for the
rest of the industry to follow.
technology - trends - best-in-case
Suggested seminars:
• The World of Automated Purchasing: Adapting
to the New Frontier

• Geek Nerd Suit: The Keys to
Customer Centricity Success

• Channel Challenges: Forging a Future in the
New Retail Environment

• Bridging Brands and Sales
Silos: Why and How Shopper
Marketers Must Step Up

• Storytelling Thru Technology: Cart Before
The Horse?
• “Alexa, Buy Now”: The Rise of Voice Shopping

• Journey to Top Tier Shopper
Marketing Organization:
A Case Study

Measurement Maven
Virtual Virtuoso
Because of your natural curiosity, you’re excited about
what the world of technology has to offer. You explore
both consumer and technological trends and dare to
see connections that most wouldn’t fathom.
e-commerce - digital - social media
Suggested seminars:
• How to Engage E-Commerce, Online & In-Store Grocery
Audiences for New Product Launch Marketing
• The D2C Dilemma: Should Your Brand Launch a
Direct-to-Consumer E-Commerce Model?
• E-Commerce Opportunities: What, When and How to
Achieve Growth in the Digital Space

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

Today’s retail landscape is overflowing with
shopper data. Luckily you love delving into all that
content to make sense of it and translate it into
actionable insights that drive growth. You leverage
hypothesis-driven analysis to execute applications
and effective storytelling.
insights - research - data
psychology - shopper behavior
Suggested seminars:
• Getting Past the BS of
Marketing Measurement with
Multi-Touch Attribution
• At-Home Media – Unlocking the
Opportunity with Millennials
• How to Outpredict Every One
of Your Competitors – and
Anticipate the Shopper of
Tomorrow

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com
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P2PSummit hosts the Shopper Marketing Celebration,
the industry’s only combined event championing
industry innovation and individual accomplishment
for excellence in marketing communications.
The event begins with the induction of three new members into the Shopper Marketing Hall
of Fame. These individuals are chosen by the editors of Shopper Marketing magazine for their
demonstration and supreme understanding of path-to-purchase engagement.
Then, Effie Worldwide partners with the Path to Purchase Institute to present the Shopper
Marketing Effie Awards to honor the most effective integrated campaigns that engage
shoppers and guide the purchase process.

Tuesday, March 13
6:30 PM - 9:00 PM
Cocktail reception, dinner and awards
ceremony. Black tie optional.
Hosted by:
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SHOPPER MARKETING CELEBRATION
Shopper Marketing Hall of Fame Inductees

KAREN SALES

VP of Digital Partnerships & Shopper Marketing

MATT PIERRE

Director of E-Commerce

JAMIE SOHOSKY

VP, Marketing, Customer Experience

Shopper Marketing
Effie Awards
Presented in partnership with Effie
Worldwide and known by advertisers and
agencies globally as the pre-eminent
award acknowledging a brand’s success.

The After Party
Tuesday, March 13
9:00 PM - 11:00 PM
Keep the fun rolling immediately following
the Effie Awards. Enjoy music, cocktails,
prizes, photos and more!
Hosted by:

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit
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Tuesday, March 13, 8:00 AM - 8:45 AM

Beyond No Brand’s Land: Building Brand Belief
We live in challenging times. Trust in institutions sits at an all-time low, while
expectations for brands have never been higher. Brands that can figure out
how to navigate this reality have a huge opportunity in front of them. Drawing
from Edelman’s “Trust Barometer” and “Earned Brand” studies, Jamie Kieffer
will share insight on what it takes for brands to win – and avoid the dreaded
“No Brand’s Land.” Attendees will:
• Discover the power of belief-driven buyers.

JAMIE KIEFFER

Managing Director, Client Strategy

• Explore the key factors that drive brand belief.
• Learn what brands need to do to win.

Tuesday, March 13, 8:45 AM - 9:30 AM

Building Shopper Loyalty: Forget
Discounts, Create Experiences

ADAM HOLYK

SVP & Chief Marketing Officer

For the last decade, retailers have created CRM-based loyalty
programs to understand and build relationships with shoppers,
primarily through special offers and personalized discounts. That’s
no longer enough. Today, building loyalty is all about creating an
enhanced shopper experience that adds value not only price.
Adam Holyk will discuss how Walgreens is using data, analytics
and insights to create compelling differentiation – in-store, online
and through merchandise, services and trained experts. Wendy
Liebmann will share new “How America Shops” research that
defines what shoppers demand from retailers if they are to be
loyal, and where customer experience fits in today’s new retail
world. Attendees will:

WENDY LIEBMANN

Founder, CEO & Chief Shopper

• Learn what shopper loyalty really means.
• Discover how to combine data with experience to create a
compelling brand proposition.
• Understand how to use personalization to create activities
that are meaningful to shoppers.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY

• Explore how to differentiate in the shift between physical and
digital shopping.
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Hosted by:

Tuesday, March 13, 4:00 PM - 4:30 PM

BuzzFeed’s Tasty and the Science
Behind Modern, Massive Growth
With more choice than ever, brands must stop expecting users to be loyal to brands and
start being loyal to their users. In this session led by Ashley McCollum, general manager
of Tasty, attendees will learn about the business behind Tasty, BuzzFeed’s global social
food network, including how in just two years it grew into the biggest franchise on
Facebook and one of the largest food channels on YouTube. Tasty, known globally for
popularizing the overhead cam recipe video, has entered hundreds of millions of peoples’
home kitchens through their accessible, consumer-oriented point of view. Attendees will:
• Hear BuzzFeed’s consumer-first growth strategy and how Tasty grew in the middle of
a crowded, competitive environment.

ASHLEY McCOLLUM
General Manager, Tasty

• Learn the history and future of this disruptive digital force as it expands beyond the
mobile experience and into kitchens and retail stores.
• Understand Tasty’s ability to be a full funnel solution for brands to drive in-store
activation.

Wednesday, March 14, 7:45 AM - 8:45 AM

How Digital Disruption Has
Changed the Path to Market
Today’s consumer is more demanding than ever before.
And, in the “new world” of retail, the emergence of
personalized technology, on-demand services, social
media and ever-changing trends means meeting the
needs of consumers has become more challenging than
ever before. In order to keep up with demand, retailers
need to discover innovation quickly in order to compete.
Hear first hand from leading retail category buyers about
how discovery has changed for them and understand
their unique methodologies to keep up with today’s retail
landscape. In this session attendees will:
• Learn how retailers are leveraging new technology
to discover and source emerging and on-trend
products at scale.

NICKY JACKSON
Founder & CEO

RACHAEL VEGAS
Chief Merchant

• Explore the role of today’s category buyer with
insight into current buyer trends, behavior and habits.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit
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Hosted by:

Wednesday, March 14, 8:45 AM - 9:15 AM

The Three Kings – Focusing on What’s Most Important
Change is constant in our world. Technology capabilities, artificial intelligence and new
service offerings have added to the speed of change. New experiences are raising the
bar and disruptive business models are transforming entire industries. Meijer has been a
consistent leader in the space of digital shopping and innovation by focusing on what’s
most important: customers, convenience and content – the “three kings.” In this main-stage
session featuring e-commerce lead Art Sebastian, hear how the “three kings” are shaping
Meijer’s go-to-market strategy by keeping these fundamental tenets front and center:
• Superior and seamless customer experiences, whether shopping at one of the more
than 230 brick-and-mortar locations or through the retailer’s digital and e-commerce
enhancements.

ART SEBASTIAN

VP, Digital Shopping & E-Commerce

• Convenience, including making shopping easier through curbside pickup or home
delivery along with helping save customers time by offering express checkout and a
wide variety of in-store services.
• Content, as curating content for customers adds value to their shopping experience;
Meijer works with numerous brands to provide health attributes, recipes, custom
coupons and more.

Wednesday, March 14, 12:15 PM - 12:45 PM

Moonshot Thinking: Are You Ready, Willing &
(most importantly) Able?
Prepare to get a little uncomfortable and think big. A “moonshot” project exists somewhere
between the audacious and pure science fiction. The goal is 10X improvement – not 10% –
because, as the saying goes, “A 10% improvement just means you’re doing the same thing
as everybody else. You might not fail spectacularly, but you won’t succeed wildly either.”
Moonshot Thinking can enable a company to disrupt its industry and truly beat the
competition. It focuses your thinking, motivates your team and helps attract the best talent.
And it is beyond critical for any one operating in today’s retail environment. Consider:
• It’s official: 42% of Black Friday ‘17 sales were on mobile devices. Are you where your
customers are? Really?

BETSY VANKULA
Head of Retail

• Everyone knows this year’s marketing buzzword: “Artificial Intelligence.” But what is
your company really doing about it?
• And if AI still has you flummoxed, where do you stand with machine learning,
automation and cognitive computing?
Join Vankula as she outlines the many challenges and opportunities facing the retail
industry, the need for disruptive action, and the opportunities available to companies who
are ready, willing and brave enough to shoot for the moon.
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SYMPOSIUM
Monday, March 12, 1:00 PM - 4:30 PM

Succeeding in the Age of Amazon
The headlines are undeniable: Amazon is upending the
marketplace. Retailers and CPGs cannot afford to mull their
strategies as Amazon and shoppers remain focused on
increasingly easy and exciting shopping opportunities.
The new world order of speed and satisfaction is forcing
companies to recommit to their reason for being and create
experiences that will draw shoppers to their stores and sites
for unique interactions with products and services.
Amazon is the ultimate reminder that brands and retailers
must carve out strategies that are as unique as their
businesses in order to drive growth and success. This
half-day symposium offers an opportunity to tap into critical
elements of succeeding in an age of Amazon. Attendees
will learn how to:

This half-day workshop dives deep into
optimizing unique shopper interactions
in-store and online.

MELISSA BURDICK
Co-Founder, CEO

ANDREA LEIGH
VP, Client Services

CHRIS PERRY

Sr. Director of E-Commerce

• Develop strategies for building on what their brands
and companies already stand for.

FACULTY

• Optimize Amazon’s platforms and marketplaces for
brand success.
• Adopt new technologies to speak to shoppers for both
in-store and online.

Kick Off Party

LUKE RAUCH

Sr. Director of US Insights

DANNY SILVERMAN
CMO

Monday, March 12 • 4:30 PM - 6:30 PM
Enjoy cocktails and hors d’oeuvres and get your first
glance at the select vendors in the Solutions Gallery.
Hosted by:

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

FACULTY

SCOT WINGO

Executive Chairman

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com
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SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13

E-COMMERCE

Explore methods for incorporating innovative
and progressive online strategies.

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

The D2C Dilemma: Should Your Brand Launch
a Direct-to-Consumer E-Commerce Model

Finally! How to Create the E-Commerce
Experience We’ve All Been Looking For

Chris Perry, Sr. Director, E-Commerce, Kellogg Company

FACULTY

As commercial offense and defense in today’s marketplace,
many CPG brands are asking, “should we launch our own direct-toconsumer (D2C) e-commerce model?” And like all great marketing
questions, the answer is “it depends.” Just a “me too” D2C value
proposition (i.e. selling your products on your own site) won’t be
successful against Amazon and other top e-commerce retailers
without significant investment and channel/customer conflict.
To successfully launch D2C, CPG brands must first identify a
differentiated and superior value proposition to competition that is
also strategic to the brand, scalable and sustainable long-term. In this
session, attendees will:
• Discover the five factors of the eRetail Value Equation and case
examples of CPGs and other companies winning each factor.
• Understand how to strategically filter D2C value proposition ideas
and concepts to choose the right one(s) for activation.
• Learn key considerations and steps to determining if D2C is the
right focus for your brand today and how to get started.

While the majority of grocery shopping is still conducted
in-store, more consumers are buying via e-commerce sites. It’s a
$70+ billion market and growing. One big challenge in online grocery
is search and discovery — helping consumers shop they way they
want to. Retailers are designing personalization strategies that help
consumers sort through the thousands of products available online.
Research shows that shoppers want organic, natural and minimally
processed foods with ingredients that promote good health. By helping
shoppers find products that meet their particular dietary needs, retailers
and brands can create a frictionless ecommerce experience and
increase digital basket size. Attendees will:
• Learn how to capitalize on healthy eating trends to drive more digital
basket dollars.
• Discover how independent grocery chain Raley’s improved their
e-commerce and mobile app experience with product attribute
filters.
• Explore how to use ingredient and product attribute data to build
better digital search functions and meet customer needs.

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

The World of Automated Purchasing:
Adapting to the New Frontier
Ken Cassar, Principal Analyst, Slice Intelligence
FACULTY

The world of e-commerce is changing rapidly; consumers
can subscribe to receive monthly deliveries of Tide, press a Dash
button when they run out of Clif Bars, or tell the Echo device that
they need to replenish the family stock of Gatorade. Consumers
can even let their printers automatically order ink when they run low.
This automated purchasing is fundamentally altering the way people
shop. Increasingly, convenience trumps all else online, and this new
purchasing behavior has huge implications for brands. In this session,
Ken Cassar, principal analyst for Slice Intelligence, will highlight the
current trends in automated purchasing; and provide insights on
purchase behavior obtained from a panel of more than 5 million online
shoppers. Attendees will:
• Learn the current trends in automated purchasing and what forms
of automated purchasing are the most widely adopted.
• Explore the implications of automated purchasing for brands.
• Understand how retailers should be thinking about this opportunity.
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Greg Morton, SVP, Sales, Label Insight

“

I’ve heard case study examples
that I can definitely take back
and apply to our brands. It’s
been an invaluable experience.
- Channel Marketing Manager,
Tyson Foods

”
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SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Hosted by:

E-COMMERCE

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

3:00 PM - 3:45 PM

How E-Commerce Is Changing the
Grocery Landscape

E-Commerce Opportunities: What, When and
How to Achieve Growth in the Digital Space

Bryn Banuelos, Director, Own Brands, Albertsons
Companies
Paul Sanacore, Sr. Consultant, Consumer Packaged
Goods & Grocery, Valassis

Garrett Bluhm, VP, E-Commerce and Product Development,
iServe
Sam Gagliardi, Head of E-Commerce (SVP), IRI

The grocery landscape is changing quickly with the growing
availability of home delivery and curbside pick-up services.
This not only changes the way consumers shop for
groceries, it also creates opportunities for grocery retailers
in how they go-to-market with media, marketing and
technology. As competition increases and more shoppers buy
groceries online, retailers are forced to fight for their share of wallet.
In this session, attendees will:
• Walk away with key learnings about the e-commerce grocery
landscape.
• Explore success stories highlighting ways to win.
• Take a peek a future e-commerce trends.

As digital will influence 77 percent of all retail sales this year,
a robust e-commerce strategy is no longer just a “nice to
have” for manufacturers and retailers . E-commerce must
now be a key digital pillar in any organization’s marketing
FACULTY
strategy, backed by full commitment from the entire
organization and built around consumers’ specific desires,
demands and behaviors. While many companies are already immersed in
e-commerce activities, for the CPG industry to remain relevant, future success
will rely on manufacturers and retailers effectively collaborating on go-to-market
strategies. Understanding how consumers navigate e-tail is critical to ensuring
they receive the right messages at the right time, and brick-and-mortar brands
must be present during shoppers’ increasingly complex path to purchase.
Attendees will:
• Discover how e-commerce can serve as a key part of an innovative and
progressive strategy.
• Learn that brick-and-mortar brands must establish a presence along
shoppers’ paths to purchase to become an integrated part of shopping
journeys today and in the future.
• Gain an understanding of how consumers navigate e-tail trips online, critical
to ensuring retailers and brands deliver the right message at the right time.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com
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SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13

ENGAGEMENT
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

The Consumer Generated Launch Pad –
A Propellant for New Category Success
Jake Swenson, VP, Product Marketing, Bazaarvoice
Taylor Steele, E-Commerce Manager, Marketing,
Burt’s Bees
The latest research shows that brands and retailers see
conversion rates double when customers interact with
consumer-generated content. When Burt’s Bees took the
leap into a new product category, they looked to a seeding
program with Bazaarvoice to help propel their success. This
presentation will cover how Burt’s Bees launched their color
cosmetics line into orbit with consumer-generated content
on day one, how they used consumer reactions to fuel a pre-paid media
launch, and why they view this approach as mission-critical to retail
success. Attendees will:
• Understand how the voice of the consumer impacts success at retail.
• Discover how sampling programs can drive consumer-generated
content at launch.
• Learn how day-one content ensures success for an organization.

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

Geek Nerd Suit: The Keys to Customer
Centricity Success
Brooke Niemiec, Chief Marketing Officer, Elicit Insights
The power of the triad is seen in many contexts, but rarely
in the realm of marketing and customer engagement. This
presentation will explain the roles that the Geek (technologist),
the Nerd (analyst), and the Suit (strategist) must play in order to
effectively support customer centricity – delivering quality data,
deep insight and effective action plans. It will also highlight the
most common barriers to this collaboration, along with tips for how
to remove silos and create a highly functioning team that delivers
business results by ensuring data, technology and business
strategy support customer needs. Attendees will:
• Understand how data, technology and strategy need to work
together to deliver customer experiences.
• Discover common barriers standing in the way of highly
collaborative teams.
• Learn tips for getting Geeks (technologists), Nerds (analysts) and
Suits (strategists) to work together in the name of the customer.
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Develop strategies that support customer centricity
for truly flawless customer experiences.

11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

Shopper Marketing Dollars Go the Farthest…
and We Can Prove It!
Michelle Baumann, SVP, Head of Business Analytics,
Geometry Global
Many CPG brands are seeing budget cuts year over year and need
to prove to stakeholders that a dollar spent on shopper marketing
is more effective than a dollar spent anywhere else. Performancedriven marketing and shopper measurement is crucial to determine
the direct impact shopper marketing has on sales. Establishing key
metrics upfront, tracking progress through campaign reporting,
measuring unique financial and shopper impact, and optimizing/
predicting future impact is key to success in 2018 and beyond.
Attendees will:
• Understand how to measure the impact of shopper marketing
dollars and get more out of every marketing dollar spent.
• Justify the value in placing bets on shopper within an organization.
• Learn to use campaign measurement results to assess areas for
future improvements in performance.

“

At P2PSummit I have fantastic
conversations with really
passionate people about
shopper marketing.
- Head of Product Marketing,
Kantar Retail Virtual Reality

”
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SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Hosted by:

ENGAGEMENT

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

3:00 PM- 3:45 PM

How to Engage E-Commerce, Online &
In-Store Grocery Audiences for New
Product Launch Marketing

How to Arm Your Brand with a Digital
Shopper Marketing Strategy to Win
the Pre-Shop Battle

Bekki Greninger, SVP, Sales & New Business, BrandShare
Stephen McGowan, Director, Shopper Marketing,
Mondelez International
Michael Tilley, Associate Director, Shopper Marketing &
Strategic Partnerships, Mondelez International

Josh Ginsberg, EVP, Breaktime Media
Greg Kearns, Brand Manager, Shopper Marketing,
Kimberly-Clark

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
With U.S. retail e-commerce expected to total $517
billion in 2018, CPG brands can build incremental value
by introducing their products to qualified shoppers who
have adopted e-commerce as a lifestyle choice. Learn
how Mondelez International activates millions of these
buyers with BrandShare e-commerce, online and in-store
sampling. From the first Honey Maid campaign in 2014,
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
to newer activations in support of Teddy Soft and Vea,
Mondelez and BrandShare will discuss how to integrate
e-commerce sampling into new product launch plans while
showcasing the power of online grocery sampling across an array of
retailers and retail formats. Attendees will:
• Understand e-commerce and online sampling – a critical tactic in
generating industry-best trial and social activation.
• Review customer specific examples – how to engage the increasing
population of click-and-collect shoppers through online sampling
activation.
• Learn why Mondelez has partnered with BrandShare to increase
e-commerce sampling to meet these shopper needs.

Consumers are bombarded digitally from all angles
before they ever push their cart through a store aisle.
As the pre-tail digital landscape becomes increasingly
cluttered — from social influencers to content to incentives
and more — how can brands make an impact and make
it onto the shopping list? Learn five ways to break through pre-shop
while Kimberly-Clark and Breaktime Media walk through a real-life case
study for a new U by Kotex Fitness product line launch at Walgreens
powered by insight, a focused shopper marketing strategy and a unique
spokesperson. In this session attendees will:
• Learn how to help a brand story convert to measurable action by
leveraging content.
• Understand how to harness the power of an integrated digital
pre-shop approach.
• Discover best practices for efficiently customizing a campaign to
meet the individual needs of retail customers.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com
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SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13

INSIGHTS
10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

Second Self: How E-me Is Influencing
Preference
Craig Elston, Global Chief Strategy Officer,
The Integer Group
With mainstream adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) on the rise, the real
question becomes not if the general population will use AI, but rather
how it affects their decisions today and how much control people, as
consumers and shoppers, will turn over to AI in the future. Drawing on
industry learnings as well as from an anticipated study from The Integer
Group of over 3,500 respondents, this presentation will illuminate what
brands, retailers and marketers need to know regarding AI’s influence on
today’s commerce landscape. It will also shed light on what degree AI will
influence or entirely dictate retail’s future — how people buy groceries and
clothing, enjoy the latest entertainment, manage their lifestyle and more.
Attendees will:
• Discover how comfortable consumers and shoppers are with AI and
allowing machines to make decisions that affect their everyday lives.
• Understand consumer and shopper expectations for AI and how the
anticipated benefits and drawbacks differ among demographic groups.
• Learn what marketers, brands and retailers need to consider in regards
to AI when planning future strategies.

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

Loyalty Is Dead. Build Routine.
Corrine Sandler, CEO, Fresh Intelligence Research Corp.
Habits equal unconscious buying of your brands. This is
the holy grail. Throughout our lives, our brains continue to
develop and create new neural pathways that determine
our behaviour – hence the plasticity. When you permanently
modifying your consumer’s behaviour through disruption or
reinforcement of current behavior; consumer decisions become
automatic and massive growth occurs. Intent does not equate to
action; you have to modify behaviour to succeed today. Behaviour
is the most variable trait in humans, yet companies focus on
purchase intent and product fit vs. changing habits. In this thoughtprovoking session learn how to create new neural pathways in
your consumers/customers that will change behaviour and lead to
automatic brand choice making your brand part of a consumer’s
routine — because routine is the new loyalty. Attendees will:
• Discover why influencing behaviour is the only way to achieve
growth today.
• Learn how to make your brand/product or store a habitual
purchase/visit.
• Explore a three “E model” - understanding emotion, engagement
and experience is the holy grail.
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Delve into research to uncover strategies for motivating
shopper behavior and driving purchase decisions.

11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

“Nudging” the Omnichannel Shopper:
Applying Behavioral Economics In-Store
and Online
Scott Young, Global CEO, PRS IN VIVO

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY

This presentation will share insights from recent in-store
observational studies (conducted at duty free/airports, mass
and prestige channels), including eye-tracking of shopping trips
and e-commerce research focused on facilitating shopping and
optimizing product presentation within a digital context. PRS IN
VIVO will discuss the subconscious “drivers of influence,” such
as anchoring, reciprocity and loss aversion, that impact shopping
behavior in both physical and digital channels. It will share strategies
for “nudging” changes in shopping patterns. Attendees will:
• Gain a better understanding of the gap between what shoppers
say and what they actually do.
• Discover actionable insights for enhancing product presentation
and facilitating shopping, both in physical stores and within
e-commerce.
• Learn guidance for leveraging “drivers of influence” to complement
more traditional shopper marketing efforts.

“

It’s great to see colleagues from
other companies, learn from their
best practices, share pain points
and discover together how to
continue this journey on the path
to purchase.
- Director, Shopper Marketing,
Constellation Brands

”

An Event of the Path to Purchase Institute

SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Hosted by:

INSIGHTS

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

3:00 PM - 3:45 PM

Insights-Based Growth: Elevating a Brand
Through Collaborative Activation

Forecasting the Future of Shopping
Via Superconsumers

Abbey Oslin, Management Supervisor– Target Team,
Catapult Marketing
Sandy Oldaker, Brita National Account Manager – Target,
The Clorox Co.
Liz Tung, Associate Director, National Shopper Marketing,
The Clorox Co.

Eddie Yoon, Founder, EddieWouldGrow

The Brita Stream launch is a great example of how a legacy
brand ignited incremental growth in a category that has
seen steady decline since 2010. With increasing consumer
interest in healthy solutions that are also convenient,
bottled water has seen a surge in growth. Yet by narrowing
in on these macro trends, Brita introduced an innovation
that honed in on key consumer insights, delivering a
breakthrough product and retail activations that have
FACULTY
caused consumers to think twice about their water choices.
Learn how shopper teams integrated with brand and
retailers to ensure a seamless launch, and specifically how one team was able
to elevate and create a unique brand experience at Target to help educate the
guest on product benefits and drive conversion in store. Attendees will:
• Learn about how a brand revitalized a declining category to meet the needs
of the consumer.
• Explore how to integrate brand partners on a historical product launch.
• Discover ways to build strategic partnerships at retail in order to deliver
break-through in store experiences.

There’s going to be more change in the next five years
of grocery shopping than there were in the last 25 years. It can be
challenging to know which trends will last and truly disrupt versus which
ones will fizzle out. But crystal balls can be created via superconsumers,
the most passionate and profitable consumers in the category, who are
not just insightful but also unlock many new business tools and metrics
for growth.
Traditional strategies, tools and metrics like share of market are not
nearly as valuable as share of growth. Brand penetration is not as
relevant as problem penetration. And banner strategies are not as
valuable as the fun-to-chore ratio. Superconsumers reveal a brave new
world of insights, tools and metrics to ensure that you benefit from
disruption that is coming. Attendees will:
• Understand that there’s huge disruption coming to grocery.
• Discover how superconsumers reveal next generation strategies, tools
and metrics to grow.
• Learn how those still using traditional strategies, tools, metrics will be
disrupted first.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
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SO-LO-MO

Learn how content engagement affects
shopper perspectives and discover
strategies for successful application.

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

Not Your Parent’s Borax: The Role
of Influencers in Shaping Consumer
Perceptions of an Age-Old Brand
Ken Krasnow, VP, Omnichannel Marketing,
Henkel North America
Heather Nichols, VP, Business Development,
Inmar/Collective Bias
Like it or not, today’s social shoppers can often discover,
spread and create new usage occasions (even those that
are not brand-approved) for brands. Case in point: 20 Mule
Team Borax, or TMT Borax, for short. TMT Borax has been
in millions of homes for several decades as a versatile cleaning
product, but it wasn’t until a recent “slimy” trend that thrust this
all-purpose product into the homes of our country’s burgeoning
Millennial segment. TMT Borax’s challenge was to educate its
newfound Millennial consumer on the variety of approved usages
for the product in hopes of making TMT Borax a staple item in a
family’s shopping cart. Attendees will:
• Understand the role of content in changing audience
perspectives.
• Discover the importance of video in shopper execution,
particularly with Millennials.
• Learn brand challenges and solutions.

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

Driving Marketing Innovation Through Social
Technology
Mary Rodgers, Director of Marketing Communications,
Cuisinart
This presentation will address the ways that Cuisinart
is employing technology and social listening to invigorate and
enhance its core practices. The company’s overarching marketing
strategy, product development pipeline, content development and
deployment procedures, and market research practices are all
influenced by social media. This session will relay the ways in which
this influence can be utilized to positively impact the bottom line.
Attendees will:
• Learn how social listening can enhance core practices.
• Understand social media influences on all areas of the business.
• Discover how social media’s influence can positively impact the
bottom line.
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Digital Disruption: Succeeding in a Fast
Changing CPG and Retail Marketplace
FACULTY

FACULTY

Mindy Rickert, Customer Director, Shopper Marketing,
Mondelez International
Jason Young, VP Media & GM Crisp, Crisp
Risa Crandall, SVP, Managing Director, Crisp
CPG and retail dynamics are changing fast. The rapid
growth of digital, especially mobile, has literally put the
power in shoppers’ hands. Feeling the effects of these
changes, CPG’s are adapting with marketing tactics that are
increasingly focused on measurable business outcomes.
The lines between media, promotions and shopper are
coming under pressure as CPG’s look for all types of
marketing to deliver real world business results. With these
changes as a backdrop, this presentation will look at the
evolution of Crisp’s partnership with leading manufacturer,
Mondelez International, from smaller starter programs
to more advanced efforts across multiple customers.
Attendees will:
• Gain a deeper understanding of the dramatic changes affecting
CPG’s and retail today.
• Look at the evolution of Crisp and Mondelez’s partnership, from
simple to more advanced programs including creative examples
and detailed results.
• Learn more about the path forward from looks into advanced
programs and strategies being used today, and where they are
going tomorrow.

“
”

FACULTY

FACULTY

The caliber of people that attend
P2PSummit are a perfect match for
who we are targeting. It’s a great
use of our time and resources.
- Sr. Sales Director, Yieldbot

An Event of the Path to Purchase Institute

SEMINAR STAGE • TUESDAY, MARCH 13
Hosted by:

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

How to Detect Purchase Intent
in an Omnichannel World
Freddy Cavin, VP, East, Shopkick
Ryan Wiedmann, Global eComm Director, Newell Brands
Today’s shoppers seamlessly travel between on- and
offline channels, yet still want a personalized, frictionless
experience. In this new world, brands get tripped up
attributing the impact their digital marketing strategies have
on physical experiences - and vice versa. It can also be
difficult to make sense of all the data being produced every
day across channels to truly understand shopper behavior.
This session will unlock how marketers can take advantage of
the new fragmented shopper journey to deliver better consumer
experiences. Attendees will:
• Learn how to detect valid digital and mobile signals that lead to
both on- and offline purchases.
• Learn how to connect the dots across channels for greater
consumer insight and personalization.
• Hear how Newell Brands and Shopkick have used mobile to get
in front of the right audiences that lead to conversion and sales.

SO-LO-MO

3:00 PM - 3:45 PM

Getting Past the BS of Marketing
Measurement
Greg Stuart, CEO, Mobile Marketing Association (MMA)
Everyone talks about the importance of marketing
measurement, but is Multi-Touch Attribution (MTA) really the answer
that we have all been waiting for, or too good to be true? This
session will demystify this extremely complicated area and speak
practically as to how a retailer can utilize multi-touch attribution.
Attendees will walk away with the confidence and knowledge they
need to properly select and apply MTA approaches to their own
organizations. Attendees will:
• Understand why Multi-Touch Attribution is so darn hard and how
other marketers and retailers are using it.
• Find out what $3 million in research and data revealed, proving
that Multi-Touch Attribution might be the most important tool
that marketers must have.
• Learn how the industry is working to clean up Multi-Touch
data and break down walled gardens and what that means
for business.

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit
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BEST PRACTICES

Discover how to gain and retain shopper loyalty
through a seamless shopper experience.
Hosted by:

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

Bridging Brands and Sales Silos: Why and
How Shopper Marketers Must Step Up

Journey to Top Tier Shopper Marketing
Organization: A Case Study

Olga Yurovski, CEO, Shopperations

Christopher Witte, VP, Total Store Leadership, Tyson Foods
Rick Abens, CEO & Founder, Foresight ROI

Organizational alignment, transparency and ongoing
collaboration between marketing and sales are competitive
advantages that are hard to achieve for many large organizations.
Learn how RB’s shopper marketing team created an agile and
repeatable way to link their strategies with brands and sales,
maintain ongoing communications, and build cross functional
transparency and trust. Attendees will:
• Learn the signs that brand and sales organizational silos are
out of control.
• See why shopper marketing must take the lead in busting
these silos.
• Discover key success factors, useful tools and frameworks for
sustainable organizational alignment.

Tyson Foods transformed its shopper marketing
organization into a top performer, winning over shoppers,
customers and internal stakeholders. Starting with
an approach that was basic, tactic-focused, poor
on segmentation strategies and ROI challenged, the
companyy set out to advance its capabilities and become
a continuously improving power organization. Its approach
included strategic business planning, organizational design,
field- enabled decision guidance, customer collaboration,
agency management and a TQM-type performance
improvement program featuring governance and science.
Attendees will:
• Understand how to transform a shopper marketing
organization into a top tier performer.
• Discover how to activate program learning for continuous
improvement.
• Learn how to collaborate with customers and internal
stakeholders for all-win results.

FACULTY

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

Bringing Your P2PSummit Learning to Life:
From Content to Activation
Christopher Brace, Founder & CEO, Syntegrate
Consulting

Visit the Solutions Gallery
DISTINGUISHED FACULTY

Each year at the P2PSummit there are a large number of breakout
sessions covering topics in eight different focus tracks. By the end of
the event your brain is already working to make sense of everything
you just learned. This open forum is structured to be a capstone
discussion of the themes, you as the participants, have identified. We
will capture the different themes and translate each one into specific
behaviors you and your team can take back to your organization the
next day. Attendees will:
• Discover a clear way to report the learning gained back to your
internal team.
• Explore specific behaviors you can enact immediately within your
company.
• Learn a game plan to increase the value of P2PSummit.
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The best shopper marketing strategy requires proper execution
in order to resonate in the marketplace. In the Solutions Gallery,
you’ll find leading industry partners offering a wide variety of
ideas, tools and expertise that can serve as a catalyst for your
successful marketing strategy.

SEMINAR STAGE • WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14

FUTURE COMMERCE
9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

Hosted by:

10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

“Alexa, Buy Now:” The Rise of Voice Shopping
Ethan Goodman, SVP, Shopper Experience, The Mars
Agency
Rob Ciaffaglione, Team Leader, Shopper & Customer
Marketing, Beiersdorf Inc.

Learn to capitalize on upcoming opportunities
to drive growth along the path to purchase.

The Next Big Retail Challenge: Managing
The Omnichannel Brand Experience
FACULTY

With the recent explosion in popularity of platforms
like Amazon’s Alexa, Google’s Assistant, Apple’s Siri,
Microsoft’s Cortana and Samsung’s Bixby, consumers
are starting to use artificially intelligent voice assistants for
more than just getting the weather forecast, playing music
or controlling their Nest thermostats on-command. They’re
realizing the potential of these services as powerful and convenient
shopping tools. Come learn how innovative brands and retailers have
already begun to test voice shopping capabilities, and how you can
capitalize on this opportunity to drive your business. Attendees will:
• Gain an overview of key data and trends supporting the rise of
voice shopping.
• Explore best-in-class brand- and retailer-led voice shopping
experiences.
• Learn key learnings and best practices from a real-world CPG
case study.

Lisa van Kesteren, CEO, SeeLevel HX
Shopper satisfaction in today’s omnichannel world is all
about experiences. For instance, the new Nordstrom Local
stores include manicures, wine and some outfits — but nothing
that can actually be purchased. The customer might end up buying
online, in a regular Nordstrom store, or maybe Nordstrom Rack. Every
channel adds opportunities to communicate the brand’s values — and
to destroy them. The list goes on. This seminar will share examples of
the good, the bad and the ugly of brand experiences across channels,
as well as how to measure and manage them. Attendees will:
• Explore how to effectively measure and manage a brand
experience across channels.
• Discover the most important lesson learned from over 20 years of
measuring customer experiences, and what to expect in the future.
• Learn not to forget the app experience.

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

The Store as a Digital Channel
Jay Scherger, VP, Digital & E-Commerce, 84.51
Whether a consumer is visiting a physical store or an
online store, it’s a mission-based experience. Retailers
need to leverage data to find ways to create richer media
experiences in-store like those that consumers experience online. People
use cognitive abilities in the physical store and artificial intelligence comes
into play with voice-activated messaging and facial recognition at shelf to
help consumers find items, present a relevant offer or send an attendant to
the consumer location in the aisle for help. Feedback to the retailer is just as
important in the physical store as it is online, so closing the loop is critical.
Some retailers are beginning to incorporate small terminals after checkout
so consumers can punch a button – equivalent to the ‘like’ button on social
media. Attendees will:
• Learn how advances in technology combined with data analytics can
allow retailers to understand the shopping trip taking place, to deliver
relevant content at the moment and to make the physical trip easier for
the consumer.
• Understand how truly endless aisles can be created with technology and
how the experience can be customized to individuals, providing relevant
inspiration, information, and offers based on consumer data and in-store
location.
• Learn how retailers can leverage data to create richer media experiences,
allowing in-store shoppers to experience the benefits of a digital channel
combined with the unique opportunities of physical stores.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
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INNOVATION

Delve into the technological advancements that are
shaping and defining the future of shopper experiences.
Hosted by:

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

How to Out-Predict Every One of Your
Competitors – and Anticipate the
Shopper of Tomorrow

Investing in Innovation Pays Off: Companies
Collaborating With Startups

Jeremy Goldman, Founder & CEO, Firebrand Group
The companies that are best at adopting new innovations
employ systems that help them understand and predict which
technologies will win out. How do they do it? Being datadriven is of paramount importance, as is being aware of your
own biases. Testing hypotheses and refusing to bow to any
dogmatic beliefs are two other traits that winning firms tend to
emphasize. In this session attendees will:
• Discover a system for making better predictions.
• Explore the common mistakes executives make when
making big decisions.
• Learn the five key trends that you need to take advantage of
before your competitors do.

Martin Aubut, Chief Digital Officer, L’Oreal Canada
Marie Chevrier, Founder, Sampler
With personalization and seamless customer experience
top of mind, enterprise companies are recognizing
the major benefits of partnering with startups to drive
innovation. From annual innovation challenges to internal
teams dedicated to focusing on startup partnerships
around the clock, major players are beginning to invest
in innovation, and it’s proving to be the right move.
Attendees will:
• Explore the types of partnerships occurring between
startups and enterprise companies.
• Hear personal stories from each speaker on their
experiences with enterprise-startup partnerships and
how they helped to encourage innovation.
• Learn best practices for partnerships, and how to drive
innovation within your company.

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

Storytelling Through Technology:
Cart Before the Horse?
Mike Berendes, Chief Evangelist, Director of Marketing,
Custom Intercept Solutions
In today’s world of technological evolution and integration, many
researchers are looking for quick tips on how to use technology
to tell a compelling consumer story. This session is not that! With
nearly 20 years of insights experience, Mike Berendes has seen both
story-building successes and failures. He will present examples of
how successful companies are using technology WISELY to build
compelling stories and where the “land-mines” are - it’s not where
you might expect! This is a session for frank discussion about the
continuing role of technology in the world of consumer insights.
Attendees will:
• Discover the most important aspects of a compelling story.
• Explore some examples of persuasive storytelling, and what the
common element is.
• Learn where to start when incorporating technology into
marketing plans.
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OMNICHANNEL

Discover how to grow profits by creating a cohesive
customer experience across all channels.
Hosted by:

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

At-Home Media: Unlocking the Opportunity
with Millennials

Channel Challenges: Forging a Future
in the New Retail Environment

Dana Barba, AVP, Shopper Marketing, The Coca-Cola
Company
John Mount, VP, Customer Marketing, The Coca-Cola
Company

April Carlisle, SVP, Global Shopper Marketing,
Arc Worldwide
Barbara Kelly, Marketing Manager, Procter & Gamble
Steven West, VP of Sales, Snipp

The way that Millennials consume both media and food,
presents unique and sustainable opportunities to use athome media and food to drive engagement and create an
integrated path to purchase. Using data points including
that 93.7% of Millennial internet users will watch streaming videos this year
or that Millennials prefer specific beverages and snacks while watching
TV at home, Coca-Cola Co. created the “Play. Pause. Refresh” campaign.
This customizable digital and in-store campaign came to life through
consumer insights and digital, social, and retail activations. The campaign
delivered outstanding, measurable results and allowed each partner to
authentically connect with Millennials. Attendees will:
• Explore the At Home Media Occasion opportunity and learn how to
leverage a 360 digital, mobile and social platform to address this largely
untapped occasion.
• Learn how to turn data into actionable insights.
• Discover that Millennials buy on impulse and learn to use technology
to help them shop, and look for retail partners to provide ideas for
beverage and snack solutions.

Building center of store loyalty is challenging, especially
with the multitude of choices of where and what to buy.
Understanding the changing landscape, the shopper’s
rapidly evolving path to purchase and critical insights on
how they shop can provide a competitive advantage to
both retailers and brands. Join P&G, Arc Worldwide and
Snipp Interactive for a panel discussion that highlights
novel trends and challenges in the contemporary retail
environment. The discussion will help the audience make
the most of their own retail opportunities, by using the latest
tactics, technologies and ideas from the brightest minds in
the industry. Attendees will:
• Understand how to build the perfect combinations of tactics and
technology that drive key retail objectives such as attracting new users
to brands, growing categories and winning center of store.
• Discover how to create dynamic omni-channel programs to win the path
to purchase, – creating impact for both the consumer and the retailer.
• Learn how to take a program idea from initial insight to execution,
including the people that need to be involved, and why they are critical
for success.

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

Engaging B2B Customers with Technology
Along the P2P
Amy Andrews, SVP, Business Development & E-Commerce,
The Mars Agency
Matt Seitz, Sr. Segment Marketing Manager, T-Mobile USA
Businesses are increasingly relying on technology to get
ahead, but few companies truly understand how to engage
the business consumer along their unique path to purchase.
They use different research tools, rely on the store for
different roles and interact with different touch points when
they shop. T-Mobile and its partner, The Mars Agency, will
share how they mapped the business customer’s path to purchase
and leveraged technology to enhance the experience and increase
conversion. Attendees will:
• Discover how to map and understand the business customer’s
path to purchase.
• Learn how to think about the role of the store differently for the
business customer.
• Understand how to identify other touchpoints and experiences
for the business customer’s path to purchase.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at four or more Institute
events and have received an audience
rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
FACULTY MEMBERS
have presented at a minimum of one
other Institute event and have received
an audience rating of > 3.4/4.0 scale.
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AGENDA AT-A-GLANCE
MONDAY, MARCH 12, 2018
12:00 PM- 1:00 PM

Check-In

1:00 PM - 4:30 PM

Symposium: Succeeding in the Age of Amazon

11:00 AM - 5:00 PM
4:30 PM - 6:30 PM

Retail Academy
Kick Off Party & Solutions Gallery Open - Hosted by The Marketing Arm

TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2018
7:00 AM - 8:00 AM

Breakfast & Check-In

8:00 AM - 8:45 AM

Main Stage Keynote: Beyond No Brand’s Land: Building Brand Belief, Jamie Kieffer, Edelman - Hosted by FCB/RED

8:45 AM - 9:30 AM

Main Stage Keynote: Building Shopper Loyalty: Forget Discounts, Create Experiences, Adam Holyk, Walgreens Co.
& Wendy Liebmann, WSL Strategic Retail - Hosted by FCB/RED

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM
THEMED SEMINAR
STAGES COVERING:

10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

11:45 AM - 1:00 PM

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

1:45 PM - 2:30 PM

2:30 PM - 3:00 PM
3:00 PM - 3:45 PM
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Solutions Gallery Open
E-COMMERCE

ENGAGEMENT

INSIGHTS

SO-LO-MO

Hosted by Clavis Insight/One Click Retail

Hosted by Catalina

Hosted by Great Northern Instore

Hosted by TPN

The D2C Dilemma: Should Your
Brand Launch a Direct-to-Consumer
E-Commerce Model
Chris Perry, Kellogg Company

The Consumer Generated Launch
Pad – A Propellant for New
Category Success
Taylor Steele, Burt’s Bees
Jake Swenson, Bazaarvoice

Second Self: How E-me is
Influencing Preference
Craig Elston, The Integer Group

Not Your Parent’s Borax: The Role
of Influencers in Shaping Consumer
Perceptions of an Age-old Brand
Ken Krasnow, Henkel North America;
Heather Nichols, Inmar/Collective Bias

Finally! How to Create the
E-Commerce Experience
We’ve All Been Looking For
Greg Morton, Label Insight

Shopper Marketing Dollars Go the
Farthest…and We Can Prove It!
Michelle Baumann, Geometry
Global

“Nudging” the Omnichannel Shopper:
Applying Behavioral Economics
In-Store and Online
Scott Young, PRS IN VIVO

Digital Disruption: Succeeding
In a Fast Changing CPG and
Retail Marketplace
Risa Crandall & Jason Young, Crisp;
Mindy Rickert, Mondelez

Lunch & Solutions Gallery Open
The World of Automated Purchasing:
Adapting to the New Frontier
Ken Cassar, Slice Intelligence

Geek Nerd Suit: The Keys to
Customer Centricity Success
Brooke Niemiec, Elicit Insights

Loyalty Is Dead. Build Routine.
Corrine Sandler, Fresh Intelligence
Research Corp.

Driving Marketing Innovation
Through Social Technology
Mary Rodgers, Cuisinart

How E-Commerce Is Changing
the Grocery Landscape
Bryn Banuelos, Albertsons
Companies; Paul Sanacore,
Valassis

How to Engage E-Commerce, Online &
In-Store Grocery Audiences for New
Product Launch Marketing
Bekki Greninger, BrandShare;
Stephen McGowan & Michael Tilley,
Mondelez International

Insights-Based Growth:
Elevating a Brand Through
Collaborative Activation
Sandy Oldaker & Liz Tung,
The Clorox Co.; Abbey Oslin,
Catapult Marketing

How to Detect Purchase Intent
in an Omnichannel World
Freddy Cavin, Shopkick;
Ryan Wiedmann, Newell Brands

How to Arm Your Brand with a Digital
Shopper Marketing Strategy to Win
the Pre-Shop Battle
Josh Ginsberg, Breaktime Media;
Greg Kearns, Kimberly-Clark

Forecasting the Future of Shopping
Via Superconsumers
Eddie Yoon, EddieWouldGrow

Getting Past the BS of
Marketing Measurement
Greg Stuart, Mobile Marketing
Association (MMA)

Solutions Gallery Open
E-Commerce Opportunities:
What, When and How to Achieve
Growth in the Digital Space
Sam Gagliardi, IRI; Garrett Bluhm,
iServe
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AGENDA AT-A-GLANCE
TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 2018 (continued)
4:00 PM - 4:30 PM

Main Stage Keynote: BuzzFeed’s Tasty and the Science Behind Modern, Massive Growth, Ashley McCollum, BuzzFeed
Hosted by FCB/RED

6:30 PM - 9:00 PM

Shopper Marketing Celebration: Reception, Dinner, Shopper Marketing Effie Awards & Hall of Fame Induction
Hosted by Geometry Global and Menasha

9:00 PM - 11:00 PM

Shopper Marketing Celebration After Party - Hosted by Valassis Digital

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 2018
7:00 AM - 7:45 AM

Breakfast & Check-In

7:45 AM - 8:45 AM

Main Stage Keynote: How Digital Disruption Has Changed the Path to Market, Nicky Jackson, RangeMe &
Rachael Vegas, Brandless - Hosted by Arc

8:45 AM - 9:15 AM

Main Stage Keynote: The Three Kings. Focusing On What’s Most Important., Art Sebastian, Meijer - Hosted by Arc

THEMED SEMINAR
STAGES COVERING:

9:30 AM - 10:00 AM

10:15 AM - 11:00 AM

11:00 AM - 11:30 AM

11:30 AM - 12:00 PM

12:15 PM - 12:45 PM

12:45 PM

BEST PRACTICES

FUTURE COMMERCE

INNOVATION

OMNICHANNEL

Hosted by Great Northern Instore

Hosted by Clavis Insight/One Click Retail

Hosted by Catalina

Hosted by TPN

Bridging Brands and Sales Silos:
Why and How Shopper Marketers
Must Step Up
Olga Yurovski, Shopperations

“Alexa, Buy Now:” The Rise of
Voice Shopping
Rob Ciaffaglione, Beiersdorf Inc.;
Ethan Goodman, The Mars Agency

How to Out-Predict Every One of
Your Competitors - and Anticipate
the Shopper of Tomorrow
Jeremy Goldman, Firebrand Group

At-Home Media: Unlocking the
Opportunity with Millennials
Dana Barba & John Mount,
The Coca-Cola Company

Journey to Top Tier Shopper Marketing
Organization: A Case Study
Rick Abens, Foresight ROI;
Christopher Witte, Tyson Foods

The Next Big Retail Challenge:
Managing The Omnichannel
Brand Experience
Lisa van Kesteren, SeeLevel HX

Investing in Innovation Pays Off:
Companies Collaborating With Startups
Martin Aubut, L’Oreal Canada;
Marie Chevrier, Sampler

Channel Challenges: Forging a Future
in the New Retail Environment
April Carlisle, Arc Worldwide;
Barbara Kelly, Procter & Gamble;
Steve West, Snipp Interactive Inc.

The Store as a Digital Channel
Jay Scherger, 84.51

Storytelling Through Technology:
Cart Before the Horse?
Mike Berendes, Custom Intercept
Solutions

Engaging B2B Customers with
Technology Along the P2P
Amy Andrews, The Mars Agency;
Matt Seitz, T-Mobile USA

Solutions Gallery Open
Bringing Your P2PSummit Learning
to Life: From Content to Activation
Christopher Brace, Syntegrate
Consulting

Main Stage Keynote: Moonshot Thinking: Are You Ready, Willing & (most importantly) Able? Betsy Vankula, Google
Hosted by Arc
Conference Adjourns

GROUP DISCOUNTS

Register 3 or more people from the same company and save! View
discounted pricing at Path2PurchaseSummit.com/p2p/pricing.

@Path2PurchaseIQ #P2PSummit

EARLY BIRD RATES

Save big by registering before January 31. Visit
Path2PurchaseSummit.com/p2p/pricing for details.

Register today at Path2PurchaseSummit.com
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Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel
1551 Thoreau Drive North, Schaumburg (Chicago), IL 60173
Hotel Reservation Deadline: February 26, 2018

Rooms are limited, so reserve yours quickly.

Rates:

A reduced room rate starting at $179/night is available
as part of the 2018 Path to Purchase Summit room block.

Call:

(800) 468-3571 and mention “2018 Path to Purchase Summit”

Online:

Follow the hotel reservation link found at

Path2PurchaseSummit.com/p2p/venue

Choose Your Registration Package

P2PI MEMBER RATES
PER PERSON

Best Value!

TOTAL EXPERIENCE (MARCH 12-14)
• One Symposium
• Access to all six Main Stage Keynotes
• Your choice of eight breakout sessions/seminars
• Continental breakfast on Tuesday & Wednesday; lunch on Tuesday
• One ticket to the Shopper Marketing Celebration awards reception and dinner
(March 13) which includes the 2018 Shopper Marketing Effie Awards and the
2018 Shopper Marketing Hall of Fame induction ceremony
SUMMIT ONLY (MARCH 13-14)
• Access to all six Main Stage Keynotes
• Your choice of eight breakout sessions/seminars
• Continental breakfast on Tuesday & Wednesday; lunch on Tuesday
• One ticket to the Shopper Marketing Celebration awards reception and dinner
(March 13) which includes the 2018 Shopper Marketing Effie Awards and the
2018 Shopper Marketing Hall of Fame induction ceremony
SYMPOSIUM ONLY (MARCH 12)
• One Symposium

EARLY
BIRD

$

2,870

$

430

$

SHOPPER MARKETING CELEBRATION AWARDS RECEPTION & DINNER ONLY (MARCH 13)
GROUP REGISTRATION RATES
Discounted rates are available for groups of three or more people from the same company. Learn more
at Path2PurchaseSummit.com/p2p/pricing.
MEMBER DISCOUNTED RATES
All current Path to Purchase Institute members pay less to attend P2PSummit. If your company is not
a member, consider becoming one before you register. It could save you a bundle! For more information
about costs and benefits of Institute membership, please call (773) 992-4450.
CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS
All registration fees for the P2PSummit are non-refundable and non-transferable after March 2, 2018.
If you wish to cancel your registration before March 2, please put your request in writing and email to
summit@american-tradeshow.com. A $50 processing fee will be applied to all cancellations.

Feb. 1 Mar. 12

3,200

$

EARLY
BIRD

STANDARD

Through
Jan. 31

$

NON-MEMBER RATES
PER PERSON
STANDARD
Feb. 1 Mar. 12

Through
Jan. 31

3,400

$

3,100

$

500

$

Individual ticket - $310

3,840

$

3,390

$

550

$

4,200

3,750

600

$

Table of 10 - $3,100

REGISTER ONLINE
Path2PurchaseSummit.com
REGISTRATION QUESTIONS?
Please call customer service at (985) 801-0678

Event Sponsors

RETAIL MARKETING SOLUTIONS

Retail Academy Sponsors

Media Partners

The Path to Purchase Institute is a global association serving the
needs of retailers, brands and the entire ecosystem of solution
providers along the path to purchase. It champions shoppercentric thinking and practice that help define the ongoing
evolution of consumer marketing and the overall shopping
experience. Learn more at p2pi.org.

A Division of

Path to Purchase Institute
8550 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.
Ste. 200
Chicago, IL 60631

Main Stage Keynotes
Host to the Industry’s Most
Prestigious Awards
Shopper Marketing
Effie Awards

JAMIE KIEFFER

Managing Director, Client Strategy

ADAM HOLYK

SVP & Chief Marketing Officer

Shopper Marketing
Hall of Fame Induction
NICKY JACKSON

WENDY LIEBMANN

Founder & CEO

Founder, CEO & Chief Shopper

ASHLEY McCOLLUM

BETSY VANKULA

ART SEBASTIAN

RACHAEL VEGAS

EARLY BIRD RATES EXPIRE JAN. 31

REGISTER TODAY
Path2PurchaseSummit.com

General Manager, Tasty

VP, Digital Shopping & E-Commerce

Head of Retail

Chief Merchant

